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DUE TO DEMAND, WE HELD A
SECOND GCC FOR 21+ YEAR OLDS

82%
of respondents said they
are interested in working

within the tourism industry
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Global Citizen Challenge is a 4-day online, dynamic program
designed to bridge cultural divides and provide young people
with a transformative, hands-on and collaborative way to
meet and collaborate with peers from around the world. 

Young people learn skills in digital collaboration, social impact
and cultural understanding, as well as future career-building
opportunities directly from industry professionals. The
program is fully funded, creating an equitable platform for  a
diverse group of youth.
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BUILDING BRIDGES BETWEEN
DIVERSE CULTURES
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WE SPARK AN INTEREST TO TRAVEL AMONG YOUTH

OUR MISSION

To challenge young people from across the globe
to build positive bridges between diverse cultures. 

OUR VISION

By connecting young people from different cultures,
we are developing global citizens and sparking an
interest to travel.
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YOUTH GAINED OPPORTUNITY 
TO MEET PEERS GLOBALLY

Achieved:
52 countries were represented including a diverse
group of North Americans with socioeconomic and
educational differences.

The ‘PenPal’ sessions brought small groups of
youth together to socialize and learn about each
other’s cultures. 
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GOAL 1: 
CULTIVATE GLOBAL

CONNECTIONS



Achieved:
18 industry speakers participated in the program
providing education around tourism industry,
opportunities, sustainability and leadership skills.

International Experience Canada ran a workshop
tailored to learning about meaningful travel and
opportunities to get a visa to go abroad.
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GOAL 2: 
BUILDS PIPELINE OF
INDUSTRY TALENT

YOUTH LEARNED ABOUT PATHWAYS TO WORK 
IN TOURISM FROM OUR SPEAKERS
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GOAL 3:
PROVIDE A SAFE AND

POSITIVE ONLINE SPACE

Achieved:
The activities and leadership sessions taught
the youth skills on collaboration, empathy and
communications.

We emphasized youth to youth connection
and trust to develop safe online discussions. 

688 new friendships across boarders were
made among participants.
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PROGRAM CREATED A SAFE ENVIRONMENT 
TO EXPLORE CULTURES
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PROGRAM ACTIVELY CELEBRATED 
AND EMBRACED DIVERSITY

GOAL 4:
CELEBRATE DIVERSITY

Achieved:
With over 500 hours spent on Miro with 2,500
unique interactions, the challenge provided
interactive questions and activities that focused on
cultural pride. 

Throughout all activities we actively sought to
emphasize our diverse backgrounds and celebrated
everyone’s differences. 
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GCC INCREASED YOUNG PEOPLE’S
DESIRE TO TRAVEL

“I would like to travel to Hawaii and Mexico. 
This is because even though I live in Canada, 
I am an immigrant and it would be amazing to
revisit places I am from and reconnect with my
culture, especially being mixed race.”

Mia
Canada

100%
of respondents said the
program increased their

desire to travel more
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PROGRAM INCREASED YOUTH INTEREST IN OTHER
CULTURES AND INCREASED THEIR MOTIVATION

Felt motivated and inspired
towards their future

93%

90%

Said the program increased
their interest in other

cultures
"I just wanted to thank you all for the opportunity to
connect with people around the world. This was my

first truly global thing I’ve done in my life and I
wanted to say thank you for making it possible." 
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Tristan
United States



OUTCOMES FOR PARTICIPANTS

Increased
understanding the

transformative value
of travel

Increased discovery
about new

opportunities to 
travel abroad

Increased excitement
to learn about other

cultures

Hands on practice 
of  languages other

than their 
native tongue

Increased
appreciation of their

own cultural
background
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New friendships
globally and increased
understanding of the

value of these
friendships

Increased
understanding of the
transformative value

of travel

Positive mental health
boost and a safe

positive experience
online

Motivation to
contribute to the 
UN Sustainable

Development Goals
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YOUTH 
VOICES

We asked Youth probing
questions on relevant
topics surrounding impact,
travel, social media, and
the importance of being a
Global Citizen.
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Youth emphasized the
importance of sustainability

when it comes to travel.
They were conscience of

their impact through modes
of transportation and

purpose of travel.

INSIGHTS FOR TRAVEL PROFESSIONALS

Youth continue to spend
hours of their day of social

channels. The main way
they find out information
about travel opportunities

and the news.

Youth are seeking
opportunities to meet

their peers locally to learn
first hand about a
different culture.  

SOCIAL MEDIA SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL CULTURAL CONNECTIONS
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GLOBALCITIZENSCHALLENGE

“On behalf of the team at Harry Potter and The Cursed Child we’d like to say a big
Thank you for welcoming us to the Global Citizens Challenge and allowing us to
reach so many people from all corners of the world. We and the cast loved the

engagement and enthusiasm. We hope you did as much as we did!”

NEW YORK CITY WAS OUR VIRTUAL HOST

“On behalf of the team at Harry Potter
and The Cursed Child we’d like to say a
big Thank you for welcoming us to the
Global Citizens Challenge and allowing

us to reach so many people from all
corners of the world. We and the cast

loved the engagement and enthusiasm.
We hope you did as much as we did!”

Symeon Vasileiadis, Managing Director
Happy Potter On Broadway
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With the support of New York City Tourism, GCC held three ‘New York Hour’ sessions, the favorite being Harry Potter and
the Cursed Child session. Participants had a backstage tour, meet actors from the show and saw exclusive clips. Not only did
the students love it, the actors who participated in a Q&A were enthusiastic about the global group. As stated by one actor,
“I don't think I've ever spoken to anyone in Nigeria before!”
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SYTA SPEAKERS WERE A HIGHLIGHT!

“Participating in a virtual space with
youth from around the world was a
beautiful experience. The platform
provides a fantastic opportunity for
like-minded individuals to connect,

support each other, and receive
guidance in pursuing their dreams. The

session was highly interactive. It's
encouraging to see that we are making

progress in the right direction!”

Sabrina Seminaro

Teresa De Fazio-Crews Jane Tougouma

Ryan Morris Allison FrenchCarylann Assante

Renee Wilson
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IEC’S ‘MEANINGFUL TRAVEL’
SESSION TRANSFORMED  
THINKING

Vincent Paul Mèlanie Gratton

Participants learned about how to make their trips more
meaningful by designing impact opportunities. 
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14 PREVIOUS PARTICIPANTS
BECAME YOUTH LEADERS 

14 leaders with diverse backgrounds inspired the participants
and facilitated numerous sessions.

They were facilitators for the ‘PenPal’ sessions with the
youth and our moderators for panels.

Leadership sessions were among the most attended and
featured high levels of interaction.
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PARTICIPANTS DOCUMENTED THEIR NEW CONNECTIONS
VIA THEIR VIRTUAL PASSPORTS!
Each youth created a virtual passport which they stamped as they met new friends in the program. This activity was an
example of how we increased engagement through gamification.
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PARTICIPANTS POSTED ACROSS SOCIAL
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STUDENTS BOASTED ON LINKEDIN ABOUT GCC 
AS A PROFESSIONAL SKILL BUILDING EXPERIENCE

Click on each one to see the full post on Linkedin
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https://www.linkedin.com/posts/vasiliki-avgeri-14a094297_im-so-grateful-i-had-the-opportunity-to-activity-7168511886722908160-DcO3?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/ahmed-berramdane-360921254_yourbigyear-globalcitizenschallenge-onlineprograms-activity-7167827649539600384-xGaw?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/chloe-b-703a09258_hello-everyone-i-have-had-the-best-4-days-activity-7167587076299808770-WsTv?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mia-gracia-1793bb292_challenge-completed-over-the-past-activity-7168343805975359488-HIzu?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/niloydebbarmacpscr_globalabrcitizensabrchallenge-syta-the-activity-7168389553295142912-r8NA?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/ananya-mallick_from-a-participant-to-a-part-of-of-the-behind-activity-7168873733158256640-CLsl?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
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Eliza
United States

“Penpal sessions were very interesting
and I learned a lot about experiences in
other countries that I had no idea were

happening.”

“For me, I am committed to making a meaningful
difference in my local community by actively

participating in initiatives that promote education,
sustainability, and social well-being. To start, I plan to

volunteer my time and skills to local organizations,
contribute to community projects, and support

businesses with a positive impact.”

Wiseson
New Zealand

“My favorite memory was the penpal
sessions. I had an amazing time meeting
energetic young individuals like me. Very

insightful sessions, learning about
diverse cultures and learning to embrace
our differences. The whole challenge has

been such a game changer!!”

 Venia 
Malawi

“This was my first experience meeting people from different parts of the world. My favorite moment was
for sure my first penpal session. It was so light, we laughed and shared our experiences. I felt so happy to

be able to be there. But I also loved being able to practice my English, learning new things about other
cultures, the incredible music we dance to and adding new travel destinations. I'll be back next year for

new adventures.”

Danielle
Brazil

Sophia
United States

TESTIMONIALS

“I loved the pen pal sessions since I was
able to talk to and meet really kind

people and learning about their cultures,
and I also enjoyed Sunghee's meeting

too!”

“Thank you so much everyone for all
the wonderful conversations! I

definitely enjoyed every single session
I was able to attend and I’ll be back

next year!”

Juliana
Poland

Chloe
United Kingdom

“I have loved the opportunity to speak
about the SDGs, as this is something I'm
really passionate about, and it has been

so interesting to hear from the
perspectives of other countries.”



PING, CHAT, FRIEND US:
WE'RE EASY TO FIND

+1 415-968-9408
info@yourbigyear.com
www.yourbigyear.com
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